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I can also use Google ... I was looking for something that either someone used here or knows it's legal. or some officials from Himachal Pradesh. But if that doesn't produce results — that exact article will be used. Thank you both it seems that I ignore the PDF on the search results.. । Btw - quick side questions. If the temperature hangs
randomly, what else may not be the reason? Drivers are all through MS updates, so they're verified, and I suspect it's them. Program installed I have literally put on hundreds of other machines (both PCs and laptops) and there has been zero problem. The only things I've left are a BIOS update and checking thermal padding and radiators:
SIMO can cause high temps random hangings. Have you installed a new OS? It will be helpful if you describe the problem and the things you have tried to fix it. I have installed two new ones. This is my third. I've tried both x64 and x86 versions Win7Pro - both display the same thing. Random hangs when used for a while. I've tried to
emphasize cpu (P320) with OCCT, PM, AMD Sharp, but it doesn't seem to go above 80C even when sitting there for 20-30 minutes. Even when placed on a surface that allows small air to enter from the vent. I have yet to strain the GPU (ATI HD 545v), because it shows no temperature sensor for it, and I'm kinda lamb when it comes to
FurMark. I haven't run a memory test yet, but wouldn't memory problems produce a crash instead of a hanging? I really want to help my friend, but... I'm out of all thoughts memory won't always give you a hard accident. If you have memory that is marginal then you can hang intermittently. I will run a memory test. Also have you tried GPU-
Z to get a temporary read for gpu? I've just turned off the five-minute burn-in of farmark, which is the most graphically intensive work done by this machine. Still no hanging. I'm going to try a Memtest and an HDD test, to disqualify them too. It's quite annoying PS: It showed up on gpu-Z. @71C tops and stays there. Still no hanging. EDIT:
Well, GPU-Z seems all over the place... Now it stopped updating temporarily @ 79C. Regardless - it does not hang even when the GPU is insisted on. EDIT2: Currently running The Mamtest. Finally got gpu-z to work properly and it survived 5 minutes of extreme burn-@83C in the stable. Last edited: Aug 25, 2011 Are you sure the CPU
was hitting 80C? To me that sounds high, but I can't find the thermal range of the P320. The maximum TDP is 25W per AMD, but I'm not sure how that translates to temperature. Has the laptop ever been opened and cleaned? It's probably worth it to open the case and blow out inside with a can of air. The heaters in the laptop are easily
filled with dust. Hitting it 80C If I stop one of the vents (simulate a place that's not allowed in the air — laps, tables, etc.). Otherwise it would hover around 73C. I haven't been afaik clean. But the temperature doesn't seem to be the reason to edit it: HDD tests showed corrupt areas. Cleaning them at present. I hope that The cause of all the
troubles. Edit2: DFT may not seem to repair areas. Wiping the drive and trying another test. If that doesn't even work — we have the culprit thanks to his time and help the last edit: Aug. 25, 2011 The size of his laptop is usually expressed in inches, 1 inch is 2.54 centimeters. The size is the diagonal size of your laptop, so you measure the
screen from bottom to top right. Page 2 The size of your laptop is usually expressed in inches, 1 inch is 2.54 centimeters. The size is the diagonal size of your laptop, so you measure the screen from bottom to top right. Page 3 The size of your laptop is usually expressed in inches, 1 inch is 2.54 centimeters. The size is the diagonal size of
your laptop, so you measure the screen from bottom to top right. HP G62 G72 Compaq Presario CQ42 CQ62 (Quanta Wimbledon AX3/AX5) DAOAX3MB6C0 Laptop Schematic &gt; Dung lượng: 2.67 MB Số lần Download: 3197 Ngày cập nhật: 08.06.2014 Tải về HP G62 G72 Compaq Presario CQ42 CQ42 CQ62 (Quanta Wimbledon
AX3/AX5) SOME features of DAOA Wimbledon AX3/AX5 laptop schematic Z6_M0I02JG0K0MJ50ACJ03DO830I4 device may not be available at this time. We apologise for this inconvenience and are addressing this issue. Minimize Chat bot window Loading Chatbot New Message 1 2 3 4 5 6 Table Of Contents 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
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117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 Acer Aspire 6530 (Quanta ZK3) Laptop Schematics (Tải : 362,795) Phần cứng toàn tập (Tải: 323,279) mainboard toàn tập (Tải: 270477) Sony Vaio VGN-AW Series (Foxconn M780) MBX-194 Laptop Plan s (Tải: 266,100) Monitor LCD toàn tập (Tải:
235,032) Sony VGN-AR130 AR320E (Foxconn MS21) MBX-164 Laptop Plan (Tải: 235,031) Sony VGN-CR13 CR220E CR405 (MBX-177) Laptop Plan (Tải: 223,359) HP Pavilion DV6000 - Compaq Presario V6000 Intel 945 (Quanta ET6) Laptop Schematics (Tải: 177 2 19929) ATX Schematics Ton tập (Tải: 215060) Sony VAO VGN-AR
Series (MBX-176 M610) Laptop Schematics (Tải: 212,863) 212,863)
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